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ABSTRACT   
Older   adults   can   beneft   from   technologies   that   help   them   to   com-
plete   everyday   tasks.   However,   they   are   an   often-under-represented   
population   in   augmented   reality   (AR)   research.   We   present   the   re-
sults   of   a   study   in   which   people   aged   50   years   or   older   were   asked   
to   perform   actions   by   interpreting   visual   AR   prompts   in   a   lab   set-
ting.   Our   results   show   that   users   were   less   successful   at   completing   
actions   when   using   ARROW   and   HIGHLIGHT   augmentations   than   
when   using   ghosted   OBJECT   or   GHOSTHAND   augmentations.   We   
found   that   user   confdence   in   performing   actions   varied   accord-
ing   to   action   and   augmentation   type.   Users   preferred   combined   
AUDIO+TEXT   prompts   (our   control   condition)   overall,   but   the   
GHOSTHAND   was   the   most   preferred   visual   prompt.   We   discuss   
reasons   for   these   diferences   and   provide   insight   for   developers   of   
AR   content   for   older   adults.   Our   work   provides   the   frst   comparative   
study   of   AR   with   older   adults   in   a   non-industrial   context.   

CCS   CONCEPTS   
•   Human-centered   computing   →  Mixed   /   augmented   reality;   
User   studies;   Laboratory   experiments.   
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1   INTRODUCTION   
Trends   in   augmented   reality   (AR)   and   pervasive   computing   sug-
gest   that   AR   is   set   to   become   integrated   into   daily   living   in   the   
near   future   [14,   34].   Already   there   have   been   various   successful   
applications   of   AR   seen   in   specifc   settings,   including   medicine   [28]   
and   cultural   heritage   tourism   [33].   AR   has   also   been   successfully   
applied   to   task   prompting   tools   in   industrial   assembly   and   main-
tenance   contexts   [35],   with   evidence   showing   that   the   use   of   AR   
can   lead   to   fewer   unsolved   errors   compared   with   other   types   of   
support   [13],   during   the   completion   of   novel   assembly   tasks.   As   
AR   becomes   more   prevalent   in   society,   it   is   becoming   increasingly   
important   to   determine   how   and   to   what   extent   this   technology   
might   be   used   in   everyday   contexts.   

An   area   in   which   task   prompting   systems   have   been   widely   used   
is   that   of   assistive   technologies   (AT)   to   support   an   aging   population   
to   complete   activities   of   daily   living   (ADLs).   For   example,   existing   
(non-AR)   task   prompting   tools   have   been   shown   to   be   efective   at   
improving   the   independence   of   people   living   with   memory   dif-
culties   [8,   19,   30].   In   general,   technology   can   be   used   in   a   variety   
of   settings   to   help   older   adults   with   their   changing   needs   in   later   
life   [16],   hence   it   is   appropriate   to   explore   the   potential   applica-
tions   of   AR   in   this   context.   HCI   literature   has   extensively   studied   
age-related   diferences   [47],   but   little   work   has   focused   on   older   
adults’   responses   to   AR   prompts.   Indeed,   previous   research   has   
noted   that   this   user   group   is   often   not   considered   the   target   for   
AR   development   [23].   As   the   world’s   population   ages,   more   work   
must   be   carried   out   to   understand   how   older   users   interact   with   
AR   technology,   allowing   designers   of   AR   technologies   to   design   
more   efective   tools   for   older   users.   

In   this   paper,   we   argue   that   a   better   understanding   is   required   
regarding   the   types   of   visual   AR   prompts   that   can   be   efective   for   
enabling   older   users   to   complete   tasks   in   everyday,   non-industrial   
contexts.   We   see   this   as   a   necessary   frst   step   towards   developing   
efective   AR   task   prompting   systems   to   support   older   adults   with   
daily   living.   We   aim   to   answer   the   following   research   questions:   

RQ1   What   types   of   visual   AR   prompts   are   suitable   for   task   prompt-
ing   to   support   activities   of   daily   living?   

RQ2   Does   the   suitability   of   AR   prompts   depend   on   the   types   of   
actions   that   need   to   be   performed?   

We   conducted   an   experiment   to   assess   the   efcacy   of   diferent   
visual   prompts   in   terms   of   how   they   afected:   (a)   the   successful   
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performance   of   actions;   (b)   user   confdence   in   performing   actions   
correctly;   (c)   the   time   it   takes   users   to   perform   actions;   and   (d)   user   
preferences   for   augmentation   types.   Whilst   our   study   could   only   
cover   a   small   part   of   the   wide   design   space   for   AR   prompting,   we   
chose   augmentations   that   have   been   identifed   as   promising   by   
related   works   [15,   42,   44,   55],   but   have   not   been   evaluated   with   
older   adults   before.   

By   answering   these   questions,   we   work   towards   creating   a   vo-
cabulary   of   augmentations   that   can   be   adapted   for   diferent   tasks   
and   contexts.   An   AR   task   prompting   tool   that   employs   these   AR   
actions   could   support   someone   to   complete   a   task   by   overlaying   
important   information   directly   onto   the   objects   that   are   required   for   
that   task,   providing   both   a   visual   reminder   of   the   task   and   guidance   
on   how   to   complete   it.   In   this   paper   we:   

(1)   provide   a   comparison   of   AR   prompts   to   support   older   adults   
(an   under-represented   population   in   other   studies)   with   
ADLs;   

(2)   provide   insights   into   what   types   of   visual   AR   prompts   impact   
the   successful   completion   and   completion   time   of   actions,   
and   user   confdence   when   performing   actions,   and   discuss   
user   preferences   for   diferent   types   of   visual   AR   prompts;   

(3)   describe   an   experimental   setup   for   testing   AR   prompts   that   
could   be   built   upon   to   explore   more   complex   interactions   
and   newly   emerging   augmentation   designs.   

2   RELATED   WORK   

2.1   Task   Prompting   for   Older   Adults   
There   is   an   association   between   aging   and   declining   physical   and   
cognitive   abilities,   such   as   learning,   memory   and   executive   func-
tion   [17].   Older   adults   may   have   more   trouble   completing   tasks,   
develop   memory   problems,   or   have   difculties   recognising   ob-
jects   [2,   41].   These   defcits   can   afect   a   person’s   ability   to   success-
fully   complete   ADLs,   like   preparing   meals   or   managing   fnances,   
many   of   which   include   multiple   steps   that   must   be   completed   in   
the   correct   order   [4].   Assistive   technologies   (ATs)   have   been   devel-
oped   to   help   people   with   memory   difculties   and   there   is   evidence   
that   ATs   can   be   efective   at   improving   the   independence   of   those   
that   use   them   [19].   Technological   support   for   task   completion   for   
people   living   with   dementia   has   been   identifed   [32],   and   has   been   
addressed   through   non-AR   prompting   systems   such   as   prompting   
aids   [29]   and   assistive   robots   [48].   

One   particular   type   of   AT   includes   prompting   devices   or   task   
prompters   [50],   which   aim   to   guide   someone   through   a   task   by   
breaking   it   down   into   its   individual   components.   For   example,   work   
using   audio   or   audio   and   video   prompts   to   support   hand   washing   in   
people   with   moderate-to-severe   dementia   found   an   improvement   
in   independence   as   well   as   less   need   for   caregiver   interaction   to   
complete   the   task   when   using   the   prompting   system   [30].   Other   
research   exploring   verbal   prompts   to   support   older   adults   with   mild   
cognitive   impairment   shows   that   prompting   technology   is   consid-
ered   helpful   by   this   population   [45].   Boyd   et   al.   [8]   compared   four   
diferent   prompt   types   and   showed   that   text   prompts   and   audio   
prompts   separately   can   be   efective   at   guiding   someone   through   a   
task,   and   that   the   combination   of   these   two   formats   is   particularly   
efective.   They   also   explored   picture   prompts   and   video   prompts,   
which   were   found   to   be   less   efective   than   the   text   prompts   and   

audio   prompts,   although   they   note   how   picture   prompts   in   con-
junction   with   text   prompts   can   be   helpful   for   tasks   that   need   the   
person   being   prompted   to   distinguish   between   similar   parts   of   an   
object,   like   buttons   on   a   CD   player.   Other   comparisons   of   prompt   
types   for   diferent   populations   also   suggest   that   audio   prompts   are   
more   efective   and   most   preferred   when   used   for   directing   adults   
with   acquired   brain   injury   [12]   and   to   help   students   with   moderate   
intellectual   disability   with   shopping   tasks   [7].   In   contrast,   video   
prompts   were   found   to   be   more   efective   than   picture   prompts   in   a   
study   comparing   these   prompt   modes   to   teach   daily   living   skills   
to   autistic   teenagers   [51],   highlighting   how   prompt   efcacy   can   
depend   on   the   user   group   being   supported.   
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2.2   AR   for   Task   Prompting   
There   has   been   much   work   exploring   the   use   of   AR   to   support   
assembly   task   completion   in   industry   and   maintenance   contexts.   A   
comprehensive   survey   [53]   categorised   existing   literature   into   three   
areas,   namely   AR   assembly   guidance,   AR   assembly   training   and   
AR   assembly   simulation,   design   and   planning.   Research   has   shown   
that   AR   can   lead   to   fewer   unsolved   errors   when   completing   novel   
assembly   tasks   when   compared   with   other   types   of   prompt   [13],   and   
can   also   improve   the   time   it   takes   to   locate   parts   of   a   task   [15].   Other   
work   suggests   that   the   complexity   of   visual   AR   prompts   should   
match   the   complexity   of   the   step   of   the   task   [38].   The   survey   also   
identifed   fve   areas   on   which   to   focus   in   future   work,   including   real-
time   3D   reconstruction   of   the   user’s   workspace,   more   intelligent   
prompting   systems   that   can   react   to   a   user’s   mental   state,   and   
collaborative   AR   assembly   systems   [53].   An   approach   not   discussed   
in   the   survey   is   demonstrated   by   GhostHands   UX   [42],   a   study   
that   focused   on   user   experience   of   both   a   trainee   and   a   remote   
instructor   who   was   providing   telementoring   using   an   AR   copy   of   
the   instructor’s   hands   and   forearms,   with   verbal   communication   too.   
The   instructor   could   interact   with   what   the   trainee   could   see,   and   
the   trainee   could   see   the   ghosted   version   of   the   instructor’s   hands   
overlaid   on   a   view   of   the   task   objects   on   a   computer   screen   in   front   
of   the   task.   Both   instructor   and   trainee   liked   this   arrangement,   with   
trainees   feeling   self-confdent   and   safe   when   using   the   GhostHands.   
A   notable   commercial   example   of   an   AR   prompting   system   in   an   
industrial   setting   is   ScopeAR   [44],   which   uses   a   combination   of   text,   
beacons,   and   arrows   superimposed   on   real   objects,   as   well   as   remote   
assistance.   This   incorporates   many   of   the   above   approaches,   except   
the   use   of   ghost   hands,   and   is   used   in   current   industry   situations.   

However,   we   are   interested   in   task   prompting   in   an   everyday   
or   domestic   context,   which   difers   from   the   technical   setting   of   
assembly   tasks   in   that   the   types   of   activities   being   carried   out   could   
be   less   localised   (moving   around   a   room,   or   between   rooms)   and   
involve   less   precise   placement   of   objects.   Recent   work   exploring   
the   use   of   AR   in   domestic   settings   identifed   that   participants   could   
see   the   beneft   of   AR   for   task   assistance   [21].   Existing   examples   
of   AR   in   non-industrial   settings   include:   AR   as   a   tool   for   domestic   
maintenance   tasks,   such   as   mountain   bike   assembly   using   QR   codes   
[27];   a   comparison   of   video   and   paper-based   user   manuals   with   
AR   user   guides   to   operate   household   appliances   [31];   HoloHome,   
a   concept   that   envisions   the   use   of   AR   headsets   in   smart   homes,   
for   example   to   turn   lights   on   or   of,   or   to   give   visual   information   
to   help   someone   to   fnd   things   [26];   and   projected   AR   to   augment   
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diferent   areas   of   a   kitchen   [6].   Although   these   works   cover   a   range   
of   examples,   they   only   evaluate   with   a   small   population   size,   or   
contain   no   evaluation   at   all.   AR   has   also   been   shown   to   be   helpful   to   
support   activity   completion   for   other   user   groups.   For   example,   an   
AR   app   was   successfully   used   to   help   improve   the   focus   of   children   
with   autism   [11]   and   to   improve   vocational   job   skills   for   people   
with   cognitive   difculties   [9].   There   are   also   examples   of   AR   as   a   
tool   to   support   task   prompting   in   the   home   for   people   with   memory   
difculties,   for   example,   [18]   and   [40].   

2.3   AR   for   Older   Adults   
Research   has   begun   exploring   the   use   of   virtual   reality   (VR)   and   AR   
for   older   adults,   including   to:   envision   fall   prevention   modifcations   
to   older   adults’   homes   [25];   help   others   understand   what   it   might   
be   like   living   with   cognitive   impairments   such   as   dementia   [1];   
diagnose   early   stages   of   memory   loss   [52];   reduce   navigation- and   
distraction-related   errors   with   in-car   navigation   systems   [20];   and   
provide   training   for   improving   spatial   direction   [22].   The   beneft   of   
AR   as   a   prompting   tool   for   ADLs   has   also   been   identifed   [49],   and   
this   concept   is   starting   to   be   explored   in   more   depth.   Earlier   work   
proposed   the   concept   of   visually   prompting   in   a   kitchen   context,   
projecting   lights   to   highlight   objects   of   importance   for   making   a   
cup   of   cofee   in   an   unfamiliar   environment   [18].   Correspondingly,   
Rohrbach   et   al.   [40]   implemented   Therapy   Lens,   a   HoloLens   applica-
tion   that   uses   text   displayed   in   AR   and   animations   to   instruct   users   
through   a   tea-making   task   [40].   Although   participants   successfully   
used   the   hardware,   the   use   of   the   Therpay   Lens   application   did   not   
afect   the   ability   of   participants   to   complete   the   task.   However,   Ther-
apy   Lens   did   not   augment   the   real   objects   involved,   rather   virtual   
‘copies’   of   the   objects   were   presented   to   participants.   Similar   work   
uses   the   HoloLens   to   support   cooking   tasks,   with   two   versions   of   
the   application:   one   for   the   person   afected   by   dementia   and   the   
other   for   a   carer   [56].   The   carer   is   able   to   add   AR   elements   to   a   
room   that   has   been   scanned   using   the   HoloLens,   and   the   person   
afected   by   dementia   can   use   the   application   to   be   aided   when   cook-
ing.   Arrows   point   to   instructions   that   are   not   currently   in   view.   
These   studies   show   the   initial   feasibility   of   using   AR   in   an   ADL   
context,   but   do   not   investigate   which   of   the   features   implemented   
were   efective   and   why.   Furthermore,   a   review   of   prompting   tech-
nologies   to   support   older   adults   with   cognitive   impairment   did   
not   contain   any   work   relating   to   AR   [46].   The   authors   note   how   
adoption   of   assistive   technology   depends   on   a   positive   experience   
with   new   technology,   so   it   is   important   to   learn   what   healthy   older   
adults’   views   are   of   AR   as   a   baseline   for   creating   AR   prompting   
technologies   for   older   adults   with   cognitive   impairments.   

3   DESIGN   DECISIONS   
In   this   study,   we   wanted   to   explore   the   ability   of   purely   visual   AR   
prompts   to   prompt   performance   of   actions.   We   believe   that   visual   
prompts   could   be   a   less   intrusive   method   of   prompting,   and   would   
not   rely   on   someone’s   ability   to   comprehend   spoken   or   written   
language,   thus   making   them   accessible   to   a   wider   audience.   In   the   
following   sections,   we   describe   the   resources   that   were   produced   for   
the   study   and   how   these   were   improved   by   informal   pilot   testing.   

CHI ’21, May 8–13, 2021, Yokohama, Japan 

3.1   Objects   
Previous   work   recommends   testing   augmentations   for   a   specifc   
object   and   purpose   within   a   specifc   context,   since   this   afects   the   
interpretation   of   the   augmentation   [24].   However,   we   wanted   to   
account   for   some   of   the   cognitive   difculties   that   older   adults   may   
face,   such   as   difculties   identifying   and   recognising   objects   [37].   
We   designed   a   set   of   3D-printed   objects   with   unfamiliar   afordances   
that   would   be   unfamiliar   to   participants,   to   mitigate   efects   of   par-
ticipants   having   prior   experience   about   how   to   manipulate   the   
objects.   It   also   simplifed   AR   development,   since   we   had   the   3D   
models   of   the   objects.   In   this   way,   we   could   test   how   well   the   visual   
augmentations   were   able   to   prompt   someone   to   perform   the   action   
it   was   representing   on   the   unfamiliar   object.   

The   objects   were:   a   cube   (side   length:   6   cm);   a   cylinder   (diameter:   
6   cm,   height:   10   cm);   a   square-based   pyramid   (base   side   length:   6   cm,   
side   angle:   60   degrees);   and   a   book   shape   (6   cm   ×  8.4   cm   ×  2   cm).   
Each   of   the   objects   could   be   opened   in   some   way:   most   objects   had   
an   ‘open-able’   fap,   and   the   book   shape   was   hinged   to   be   open   or   
closed.   The   objects   are   shown   in   Fig.   1(a)   in   their   open   and   closed   
states.   The   objects   were   placed   on   a   3   mm   thick   foam   board   base   of   
size   55   cm   ×  38   cm,   which   had   the   image   in   Fig.   1(b)   attached   to   
it.   This   image   was   used   as   an   image   target   for   producing   the   AR   
visual   prompts   (see   Section   3.3).   The   signifcance   of   the   coloured   
areas   is   described   later.   

Figure   1:   The   objects   and   image   target.   

(a) The 3D printed objects produced for our study in their 
closed (left) and open (right) states, in position on the foam 
board base. 

                      
                      
    

(b) The image target used for the foam board base. The larger 
left rectangle is grayscale, and the four small rectangles are 
coloured clockwise from the top left yellow, red, green and 
blue. 
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3.2   Choosing   Actions   
Prior   work   [55]   exploring   prompting   solutions   for   problems   that   
can   arise   when   completing   kitchen   tasks   used   Schwartz’s   Action   
Coding   System   (ACS)   ([43])   to   code   video   data   with   actions   per-
formed   during   ADLs.   The   ACS   uses   four   high-level   commands   to   
describe   any   type   of   action:   GIVE,   TAKE,   MOVE   and   ALTER.   We   
used   these   commands   as   a   basis   for   deciding   which   actions   to   test   
in   our   study,   combined   with   our   own   semi-structured   interviews   
with   professionals   with   experience   of   working   with   older   adults,   
including   those   with   cognitive   difculties   such   as   dementia   (two   
occupational   therapists,   a   psychologist,   and   two   community   work-
ers).   The   professionals   described   typical   ADLs   and   techniques   that   
they   employ   to   support   someone   to   carry   out   these   ADLs,   includ-
ing   how   a   common   approach   is   to   deconstruct   ADLs   into   simpler   
steps.   Using   this   data,   we   checked   that   the   ACS   was   capable   of   fully   
describing   common   ADLs   that   require   support,   such   as   ‘making   a   
cup   of   tea’.   

In   the   following   descriptions,   ‘[OBJECT]’   is   used   to   mean   one   
of   the   objects   described   above,   and   ‘[LOCATION]’   is   used   for   the   
coloured   areas   in   Fig.   1(b),   for   example,   the   top-left   coloured   region   
is   ‘the   yellow   area’.   In   the   ACS,   TAKE   implies   becoming   in   pos-
session   of   an   object   that   a   person   does   not   have,   so   we   decided   to   
use   the   action   ‘pick   up   [OBJECT]’.   GIVE   implies   the   relinquishing   
of   an   object   that   a   person   already   has,   so   we   decided   to   use   the   
action   ‘put   down   [OBJECT]   in   [LOCATION]’.   MOVE   difers   from   
a   combination   of   TAKE   and   GIVE   since   the   action   occurs   in   one   
movement,   so   the   person   never   ‘keeps’   the   object.   We   chose   to   
use   the   action   ‘move   [OBJECT]   to   [LOCATION]’.   ALTER   implies   a   
change   of   state,   for   example,   switching   on   a   button,   or   opening   a   
door.   There   were   multiple   possibilities,   but   we   decided   to   use   two   
commands:   ’open   [OBJECT]’   and   ’close   [OBJECT]’.   We   chose   these   
because   they   commonly   arose   in   our   interviews   with   professionals   
as   steps   in   ADLs,   such   as   opening   and   closing   cupboard   doors   or   
tea   boxes.   To   summarise,   the   fve   actions   tested   were:   

(1)   Pick   up   [OBJECT]   (PU);   
(2)   Put   down   [OBJECT]   in   [LOCATION]   (PD);   
(3)   Move   [OBJECT]   to   [LOCATION]   (M);   
(4)   Open   [OBJECT]   (O);   and   
(5)   Close   [OBJECT]   (C).   

We   decided   to   only   consider   single   steps   of   a   task   rather   than   com-
posite   actions,   to   explore   whether   certain   augmentations   would   
perform   diferently   for   diferent   actions.   For   example,   instead   of   
‘pick   up   the   cube   and   put   it   down   in   the   blue   area’,   we   consid-
ered   ‘pick   up   the   cube’   and   ‘put   down   the   cube   in   the   blue   area’   
separately.   

3.3   Developing   the   Augmentations   
In   order   to   augment   the   four   objects   with   visual   AR   prompts   we   
designed   a   large   image   target   (Fig.   1(b))   to   be   tracked   using   Vuforia   
in   Unity.   The   objects   had   a   ‘home’   position   on   this   image   target,   and   
the   augmentations   were   implemented   relative   to   the   target   in   such   a   
way   that   they   coincided   with   where   the   objects   were   placed.   A   high-
resolution,   highly   textured   image   was   used   to   improve   the   image   
tracking,   ensuring   that   augmentations   were   accurately   aligned   with   
the   positions   of   the   real-world   objects.   The   four   coloured   areas   in   
the   image   served   as   distinct,   bounded   areas   where   objects   could   
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be   placed   when   required.   The   following   four   augmentations   types   
were   developed   using   Unity:   

a)   arrows   pointing   at   target   objects   or   locations   (ARROW);   
b)   a   moving   transparent   ghost   of   the   object   (OBJECT);   
c)   a   pulsating   transparent   ghost   of   the   object,   which   remained   

in   its   position   but   highlighted   the   object   or   location   (HIGH-
LIGHT);   

d)   a   ghost 1   hand   model    together   with   a   transparent   ghost   of   
the   object   (GHOSTHAND).   

1The   Oculus   hand   models   from   the   Unity   Sample   Framework   were   used   because   they   
were   freely   available   on   the   Unity   asset   store   (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/   
tools/integration/oculus-integration-82022).   

Arrows   have   been   used   in   prior   work   for   AR   task   prompting   [15].   
Both   arrows   and   the   use   of   a   moving   transparent   ghost   of   the   
object   were   inspired   by   existing   commercial   applications,   such   as   
ScopeAR   [44],   and   were   also   suggested   as   potential   improvements   
to   the   GhostHands   UX   [42,   p.242].   The   pulsating   transparent   ghost   
of   the   object   was   based   on   suggestions   to   use   a   fashing   light   as   
an   implicit   way   of   identifying   objects   that   relate   to   each   other   
when   completing   kitchen   tasks   [55].   We   took   the   concept   of   a   ghost   
hand   directly   from   the   GhostHands   UX   study   [42],   using   an   opaque,   
white   hand   in   combination   with   the   moving   transparent   object.   An   
illustration   of   each   type   of   augmentation   for   the   ‘move’   action   is   
given   in   Fig.   2.   A   video   summary   and   text   description   of   these   and   
all   other   combinations   of   action   and   augmentation   can   be   found   in   
the   supplementary   material.   

One   design   recommendation   from   the   Therapy   Lens   study   was   
that   animations   are   useful   when   using   AR   prompts   because   of   
their   eye-catching   qualities   [40].   Therefore,   all   of   the   augmenta-
tions   developed   for   our   study   included   animated   elements.   We   did   
not   include   any   words   or   audio   prompts   used   for   the   augmenta-
tions   because   we   focussed   on   visual   prompts.   However,   as   a   con-
trol   condition,   we   used   an   explicit   prompt   (AUDIO+TEXT)   based   
on   an   existing   non-AR   ADL   prompting   tool   that   has   been   tested   
with   people   living   with   dementia   and   their   carers   [8].   The   prompt   
was   displayed   as   text   on   the   screen,   and   an   audio   recording   of   a   
computer-generated   voice   saying   the   exact   same   words   was   played   
once,   for   example,   “Pick   up   the   cylinder”.   

3.4   Pilot   Testing   
Informal   pilot   testing   was   carried   out   during   the   design   phase   to   
validate   that   the   augmentations   were   as   clear   as   possible.   Testing   
was   carried   out   with   eight   people,   including   the   authors   not   in-
volved   with   any   technical   development,   colleagues   of   the   authors,   
and   doctoral   students   at   the   University   of   Bath.   

The   testing   resulted   in   some   minor   improvements   to   the   arrow   
augmentations.   Originally,   the   arrows   used   the   same   transparent   
material   as   the   moving   objects,   but   this   was   changed   to   use   an   
opaque   yellow   to   make   arrows   stand   out.   The   orientation   of   the   
arrows   was   also   changed:   originally,   for   the   ‘move’   command,   the   
arrow’s   orientation   followed   the   direction   of   the   arc   as   it   moved.   
During   testing,   this   was   interpreted   as   changing   the   object’s   orien-
tation   as   well   as   moving   it,   that   is,   fipping   it   over,   rather   than   just   
moving   it.   We   changed   the   arrow   to   be   like   a   cursor,   as   shown   in   
Fig.   2.   The   other   augmentations   did   not   need   any   changes.   

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/oculus-integration-82022
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/integration/oculus-integration-82022
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages


                 

Figure   2:   The   move   action   is   used   to   illustrate   the   four   augmentation   types:   (a)   ARROW,   (b)   OBJECT,   (c)   HIGHLIGHT,   and   
(d)   GHOSTHAND.   The   leftmost   image   shows   the   frst   keyframe,   and   the   rightmost   image   shows   the   fnal   keyframe   of   the   ani-
mation.   The   images   between   these   show   intermediate   keyframes.   The   descriptions   below   each   set   of   four   keyframes   describe   
the   full   animation.   

                                                            (a) The arrow begins by pointing at the object in its original position, then moves in a smooth arc to the intended fnal location and rests there for 1 second. 

                                                        (b) A transparent yellow model of the object moves in a smooth arc from the object’s original position to the intended fnal location, resting there for 1 second. 

                                                            
                                        

(c) A transparent, yellow model of the object pulses twice in the starting location (the maximum and minimum opacity are shown in left-most images), waits for half a second, then 
pulses twice in the intended location, resting for one second at its maximum opacity in the intended location (right-most image). 

                                                        (d) The opaque, white hand begins above the object, moving smoothly to a ‘gripping’ position. Then, the hand and object move in the same way as for (b). 
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The   timings   of   animations   were   changed   as   a   result   of   user   
feedback.   We   tried   to   be   consistent   with   both   speed   of   moving   
objects   and   lengths   of   animations,   but   due   to   the   diferent   types   of   
augmentation,   it   was   not   possible   to   make   all   animations   the   same   
length.   We   updated   all   animations   to   have   a   cue   length   (the   time   for   
one   complete   animation   cycle)   of   between   3   and   4.2   seconds,   except   
for   the   arrow   and   highlight   animations   for   ‘pick   up’   and   ‘put   down’,   
which   were   1.3   seconds.   This   rate   of   movement   was   perceived   by   
pilot   participants   as   comfortable,   that   is,   not   too   urgent.   

The   pilot   testing   also   helped   us   to   refne   the   procedure   for   the   
study.   During   informal   testing,   it   became   clear   that   there   needed   
to   be   a   physical   distinction   between   a   ‘researcher   space’   and   a   
‘participant   space’,   so   that   participants   could   interact   with   the   board   
and   objects   without   the   researcher   obstructing   them,   and   so   that   
the   researcher   could   arrange   the   objects   correctly   and   easily.   

After   the   changes   from   informal   pilot   testing   had   been   made,   
the   procedure   as   described   in   the   next   section   was   carried   out   with   
two   people   not   involved   with   the   previous   testing.   These   were   
not   participants   of   the   study,   but   followed   the   same   procedure   
participants   would   go   through.   These   trial   runs   verifed   that   the   

procedure   could   be   carried   out   practically   by   the   researcher   and   
that   the   changes   from   informal   pilot   testing   had   been   successfully   
incorporated   into   the   study   design.   

4   METHODS   
Our   experiment   had   three   independent   variables,   namely:   Action   
(the   fve   actions   described   in   Section   3.2);   Augmentation   (the   four   
augmentation   types   described   in   Section   3.3   plus   the   AUDIO+TEXT   
control);   and   Trial   Number   (the   frst   time   or   second   time   partici-
pants   encountered   a   certain   combination   of   Action   and   Augmenta-
tion).   These   were   controlled   in   a   within-participant   design   based   
on   a   balanced   Latin   square   to   mitigate   order   efects.   Each   trial   com-
prised   a   participant   being   prompted   to   complete   a   single   Action   
for   one   object,   using   a   particular   Augmentation.   Participants   were   
shown   50   trials   in   total,   in   three   blocks.   They   were   shown   20   trials   
(5   Actions   ×  4   Augmentations)   in   block   one   for   the   frst   Trial   Num-
ber,   and   then   the   same   20   trials   in   a   diferent   order   for   the   second   
Trial   Number.   The   order   in   which   participants   saw   the   trials   was   
randomised   and   counter-balanced   using   a   balanced   Latin-square   of   
size   20   in   both   blocks.   After   blocks   one   and   two,   participants   were   
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shown   10   control   trials   in   block   three.   These   consisted   of   5   audio   
and   text   prompts   (one   prompt   for   each   of   the   5   Actions)   repeated   
twice,   to   refect   the   method   for   the   frst   two   blocks.   The   control   
trials   were   also   counter-balanced   using   balanced   Latin   squares.   The   
control   trials   were   performed   after   the   Augmentations   to   avoid   
additional   learning   efects,   since   the   audio   and   text   prompts   made   
the   Actions   explicit.   

Sessions   were   video   recorded   using   a   camcorder.   During   the   
experiment,   a   screen   capture   of   the   laptop   screen   was   taken,   which   
also   recorded   audio.   Ethical   approval   was   given   by   the   Research   
Ethics   Approval   Committee   for   Health   (REACH)   at   the   University   
of   Bath   (Reference:   EP   18/19   003).   

4.1   Apparatus   
An   image   of   the   typical   setup   is   shown   in   Fig.   3.

Figure 3: The experiment setup from the participant’s point 
of view. Participants viewed the Augmentations on the lap-
top screen (top right), which showed a view of the board and 
objects from the point of view of the webcam (bottom left). 
The tablet in the right of the image was used to record par-
ticipant responses during the study. 

                  
                

                        
                      

                        
          

   A   64-bit   Dell   
Windows   laptop   with   32.0   GB   of   RAM   and   a   2.80   GHz   Intel   Core   
i7-7700HQ   processor   with   3840   x   2160   resolution   running   Unity   
version   2017.4.30f1   (64-bit)   and   a   custom   scene   was   placed   on   a   
table   to   the   right   of   the   image   target   and   objects.   A   Logitech   HD   
Pro   Webcam   C920   was   connected   to   the   laptop,   and   was   used   to   
track   the   image   target.   This   was   placed   on   a   tripod   to   the   left   of   the   
objects.   Participants   sat   so   they   could   easily   reach   the   objects   on   the   
board   and   see   the   laptop   screen,   as   well   as   touch   the   tablet   computer,   
which   was   used   by   participants   during   the   study   to   record   their   
responses   (see   Procedure).   Weiss   et   al.   [54]   showed   that   analysing   
augmentations   through   diferent   empirical   methods   or   modalities   
(such   as   headset   and   screen-based   displays)   leads   to   comparable   
results,   so   our   approach   of   using   screen-based   AR   is   sufcient   to   
answer   our   research   questions.   Furthermore,   screen-based   AR   is   
an   important   modality   to   consider   as   it   is   currently   more   widely   
used   in   home   settings   than   AR   glasses   and   has   been   widely   studied   
in   prior   work.   

4.2   Participants   
The   experiment   was   conducted   with   adults   who   were   50   years   
of   age   or   older,   as   adults   in   this   age   range   are   considered   ‘older   
users’   [17,   p.   32].   In   total,   20   participants   were   recruited   by   using   
mailing   lists   of   academic   and   teaching   staf   at   the   University   of   

Bath   and   advertising   the   opportunity   on   social   media.   Participants   
were   given   a   £10   shopping   voucher   for   their   participation.   

The   average   age   was   60.65   ±  7.84   years   (Min:   50,   Max:   74).   There   
were   13   female   and   7   male   participants.   17   participants   were   right-
handed,   3   were   left-handed.   All   participants   wore   glasses   or   contact   
lenses,   but   none   reported   having   a   type   of   colour-blindness.   When   
asked   to   choose   the   highest   qualifcation   obtained,   most   partici-
pants   responded   with   a   university   degree   (6   Doctorates,   5   Master,   2   
Bachelor),   2   had   secondary   or   further   education   qualifcations,   and   
5   responded   with   ‘other’   (degree   level   courses).   

Participants   were   asked   to   rate   their   experience   of   the   following   
four   concepts   on   a   7-point   Likert   scale   (1=“Not   at   all   experienced”,   
7=“Very   experienced”).   The   ratings   were   as   follows:   Information   
Technology   (IT)   [Average:   4.9±1.33,   Min:   2,   Max:   7];   Virtual   Reality   
(VR)   [Average:   1.8±1.32,   Min:   1,   Max:   6];   Augmented   Reality   (AR)   
[Average:   1.6±1.23,   Min:   1,   Max:   6];   and   Task   prompting   people   
with   a   memory   or   cognitive   impairment   [Average:   1.5±1.24,   Min:   
1,   Max:   6].   Hence,   our   participants   generally   identifed   as   being   IT   
literate,   but   with   limited   experience   of   AR/VR   technologies   and   
task   prompting.   

4.3   Procedure   
Participants   signed   a   consent   form   before   flling   out   the   demo-
graphic   questionnaire.   Participants   were   then   briefed   on   the   process   
of   the   experiment.   The   setup   of   the   board,   computer   and   camera   as   
seen   in   Fig.   3   was   explained   to   the   participants.   

It   was   made   clear   that   the   researcher   would   be   controlling   what   
was   shown   on   the   screen   by   using   a   wireless   keyboard   and   that,   for   
each   trial,   the   screen   would   be   black   to   start   with.   It   was   explained   
that   participants   would   be   shown   visual   information   on   the   laptop   
screen   about   an   action   that   they   should   perform   on   one   of   the   
objects.   Participants   were   told   to   perform   the   action   as   soon   as   it   
was   clear   to   them   what   the   action   was,   and   to   indicate   that   they   
were   fnished   by   saying   “I’m   done”   or   “I’m   fnished”.   

The   researcher   then   explained   that   they   would   ask   two   questions   
after   each   completed   action:   

(1)   What   do   you   think   the   action   was   that   you   had   to   perform?   
(2)   On   a   scale   of   1   to   5,   where   1   means   “Not   confdent   at   all”   and   

5   means   “Very   confdent”,   how   confdent   are   you   that   you   
have   performed   the   correct   action?   

The   frst   question   was   answered   verbally   and   the   second   question   
was   answered   by   the   user   on   a   tablet   computer.   

For   the   start   state   of   each   trial,   one   of   the   four   objects   was   
given   to   the   participant   to   ensure   that   the   Action   “Put   Down”   was   
available   to   them   as   an   option   for   the   action   to   perform   and   the   
remaining   objects   on   the   board   were   set   to   be   either   open   or   closed.   
The   object   to   be   given   to   the   participant,   the   states   of   the   objects   
on   the   table,   the   object   that   would   be   acted   upon,   and   the   coloured   
region   to   be   used   (when   applicable)   were   all   generated   randomly   
by   our   software   during   the   experiment.   We   did   not   counterbalance   
these   factors   in   addition   to   the   counterbalancing   of   Actions   and   
Augmentations,   since   the   random   selection   meant   that   there   was   
rarely   any   repetition   in   the   directions   and   distances   of   the   motions   
to   be   carried   out.   The   researcher   counted   down   from   three   out   loud   
before   revealing   the   Augmentation   to   the   participant   (on   ‘zero’).   
The   Augmentations   repeated   in   a   loop.   The   researcher   then   waited   

https://1.5�1.24
https://1.6�1.23
https://1.8�1.32
https://4.9�1.33
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for   the   participant   to   fnish   performing   the   action   (at   which   point   
the   researcher   pressed   a   button   to   record   the   time   for   completion)   
and   for   the   participant   to   indicate   they   had   fnished   before   making   
the   screen   blank   again.   

        4.3.1 Measures (Dependent Variables). After   participants   completed   
each   trial,   the   researcher   recorded   whether   the   participant   had   per-
formed   that   Action   correctly   as   True   or   False   (DV:   Successful   
Completion).   The   time   (in   seconds)   it   took   the   participant   to   per-
form   the   Action   (from   the   Augmentation   being   revealed   until   the   
person   completed   performance)   was   also   recorded   by   the   researcher,   
if   it   was   performed   correctly.   However,   as   noted   earlier,   the   cue   
length   varied   slightly   depending   on   the   Action   and   Augmentation,   
(within   a   range   from   1.333   to   4.167   seconds).   For   analysis   the   DV:   
Completion   Time   is   defned   as   the   time   taken   to   perform   the   cor-
rect   Action   minus   the   cue   length   for   that   Action   and   Augmentation   
combination.   The   cue   length   for   the   text   and   audio   prompts   for   the   
control   trials   is   equal   to   the   average   length   of   the   audio   record-
ings   for   each   Action   (between   1.25   and   2.7   seconds);   an   average   
recording   length   was   used   because   there   were   multiple   recordings   
for   each   Action   in   order   to   make   every   combination   of   object   and   
location   available   and   therefore   there   was   necessarily   some   small   
variation   in   the   lengths   of   those   recordings   due   to   the   variation   
in   length   of   object   names   and   colours   of   the   locations.   The   DV:   
Number   of   Cues   is   defned   as   the   number   of   repetitions   of   the   
visual   cue   that   was   shown,   and   calculated   as   the   time   taken   for   the   
participant   to   perform   the   correct   Action   divided   by   the   cue   length.   
For   the   text   and   audio   prompts,   the   Number   of   Cues   was   set   to   
1,   since   the   audio   prompt   was   only   given   once.   Participants   also   
rated   their   DV:   Confdence   that   they   had   performed   the   correct   
action   on   a   5-point   Likert   scale   after   each   trial.   Participants   were   
not   told   if   they   had   performed   the   correct   action   after   each   trial.   

After   all   trials   had   been   completed,   participants   were   asked   to   
rank   the   Augmentations   (including   the   AUDIO+TEXT   prompt)   for   
each   Action   in   order   of   DV:   Preference,   using   a   ‘most   preferred’   
to   ‘least   preferred’   ranking.   Participants   were   shown   the   four   AR   
Augmentations   for   each   Action   before   doing   this   to   remind   them   
what   each   Augmentation   looked   like   for   that   Action.   Participants   
were   allowed   to   rank   more   than   one   Augmentation   at   the   same   
level.   In   these   cases,   participants   were   asked   to   place   them   at   the   
appropriate   point   of   the   ranking   scale.   

5   RESULTS   
In   the   following   sections,   we   will   use   the   following   shorthand   to   
refer   to   the   three   independent   variables:   Action   (pick   up   =   PU,   
put   down   =   PD,   move   =   M,   open   =   O,   and   close   =   C),   Augmen-
tation   (ARROW,   OBJECT,   HIGHLIGHT,   GHOSTHAND   and   AU-
DIO+TEXT),   and   Trial   Number   (frst   trial   or   second   trial).   Descrip-
tions   for   each   Action   and   Augmentation   are   given   in   Section   3.2   
and   Section   3.3,   respectively.   

5.1   Efect   on   Successful   Completion   
Figure   4   shows   a   comparison   of   the   success   rates   (that   is,   when   a   
participant   performed   the   correct   action   on   the   correct   object)   of   
each   Action-Augmentation   combination   between   the   frst   trial   and   
second   trial.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Successful Completion between 
frst trial and second trial. 

              
          

   A   Durbin   test   shows   that the 2      efects   of   Action   (    � (4)  =   
82 2      <   .416, � .001∗∗)   and   Augmentation   (� (4)  =   93.736, �   <   .001∗∗)   

on   Successful   Completion   were   signifcant,   and   that   the   efect   
of   Trial   Number signifcant 2   was   not      (    � (1)  =   0.149, �   =   .700).   
Pairwise   Conover   post-hoc   comparisons   with   Holm   correction   be-
tween   Actions   (�   (976) ≤  2.223, �   ≥  .264)   and   Augmentations   
(�   (976) ≤  2.058, �   ≥  .398)   were   not   signifcant.   Although   not   
statistically   signifcant,   the   results   seem   to   indicate   that   ARROW   
augmentations   were   successfully   completed   less   often   than   all   other   
augmentation   types   (73%   of   the   time   across   all   actions   for   ARROW).   
For   OBJECT,   HIGHLIGHT,   GHOSTHAND   and   AUDIO+TEXT,   suc-
cessful   completion   rates   were   consistently   above   90%   for   all   Ac-
tions,   with   the   exception   of   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentation   for   
the   PU   action.   Given   the   high   success   rates   in   the   frst   trial,   there   
was   no   signifcant   improvement   on   Successful   Completion   in   
the   second   trial.   

5.2   Efect   on   Completion   Time,   Number   of   
Cues   and   Confdence   

For   the   dependent   variables   Completion   Time   and   Number   of   
Cues,   the   efects   of   Action   and   Augmentation   were   compared   using   
two-way   repeated   measures   ANOVAs.   These   was   carried   out   using   
data   from   the   second   trial   only,   as   there   were   too   many   missing   
values   from   the   frst   trial   due   to   incorrect   actions   being   completed.   
We   report   the   main   and   interaction   efects   for   these   dependent   
variables.   For   all   post-hoc   comparisons   paired   �-tests   with   Holm   
correction   were   used.   

To   further   explore   the   efect   of   all   independent   variables,   we   also   
carried   out   regression   analyses.   For   the   dependent   variables   Com-
pletion   Time,   Number   of   Cues   and   Confdence   the   efect   of   
Action,   Augmentation   and   Trial   Number   was   compared   using   mul-
tilevel   linear   regression   models   in   R   through   the   nlme   package   [5],   
because   of   their   power   and   fexibility   in   handling   missing   values   
when   analysing   repeated   measures   data   [10,   36].   Action,   Augmen-
tation   and   Trial   Number   were   set   up   as   fxed   efects.   Participant   
number   was   set   up   as   grouping   factor,   so   that   Action,   Augmentation   
and   Trial   Number   were   treated   as   within-participant   efects.   Re-
gression   coefcients   �   for   a   condition   indicate   the   estimated   value   
by   which   an   outcome   variable   is   greater   (for   �   >   0)   or   smaller   (for   



                     

�   <   0)   for   the   respective   condition   compared   to   the   overall   average.   
The   baseline   condition   (the   ‘Intercept’   in   all   tables)   was   the   control   
AUDIO+TEXT   with   the   C   Action   for   the   frst   trial.   The   C   action   
was   chosen   as   it   was   the   least   ambiguous   command;   Figure   4   shows   
how   all   participants   performed   this   Action   correctly   in   all   trials.   
We   report   the   95%   confdence   intervals   ��   of   coefcients   and   test   
them   for   signifcance   at   �   =   .05   using   Holm   post-hoc   correction.   

          5.2.1 Efect on Completion Time. A   graph   showing   the   Comple-
tion   Time   is   shown   in   Fig.   5.   The   labels   on   the   bottom   of   the   bars   
show   the   percentage   of   times   that   Action   was   performed   correctly   
in   both   trials   if   less   than   100%.   

Figure 5: The average Completion Time for each Action-
Augmentation combination. 

                
    

A   two-way   ANOVA   did   not   show   
signifcant   main   efects   for 4 2   Action   (�   (4,   )  =   1      .931, �  =  .270   , � =   
0 2   .042)   or   Augmentation   (�   (4,   4)  =   1.870, �   =   .280, � =   0.035).   
There   was   a   signifcant   interaction   efect   between   Action   and   Aug-
mentation   (�   (16 16 2,   )  =   6.137, �     <  .001∗∗  ,  � =   0.149).   Post-hoc   
comparisons   show   that   participants   took   longer   for   the   combi-
nation   of   HIGHLIGHT   and   PU   when   compared   with   GHOST-
HAND   for   PD   (�   (19)  =   5.348, �   =   .044∗)   and   GHOSTHAND   for   PU   
(�   (19)  =   5.686, �   =   .039∗).   

Table   1   shows   a   summary   of   the   regression   analysis   results   for   
the   Completion   Time.   Participants   decreased   their   Completion   
Time   (that   is,   took   less   time)   on   average   by   1.13   seconds   from   the   

frst   trial   to   the   second   trial   (�   =   .014∗).   Participants   increased   
their   Completion   Time   (that   is,   took   longer)   on   average   by   1.95   
seconds   for   the   PU   Action   (�   <   .001∗∗),   by   0.94   for   the   PD   Action   
(�   <   .001∗∗),   by   0.66   for   the   M   Action   (�   =   .002∗∗)   and   by   0.66   
for   the   O   Action   (�   <   .001∗∗).   Participants   took   longer   on   average   
by   1.56   seconds   for   the   ARROW   Augmentation   (�   <   .001∗∗)   and   
by   1.21   seconds   for   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentation   (�   <   .001∗∗).   
No   signifcant   efects   were   found   for   the   OBJECT   (�   =   .779)   or   
GHOSTHAND   (�   =   .527)   Augmentations.   

Table   1:   The   results   of   multilevel   linear   regression   for   de-
pendent   variable   Completion   Time.   

Independent   Variable   �   95%   ��   �   (889)  �-value   

Intercept   2.06   [1.21,2.92]   4.76    <   .001∗∗ 
Second   Trial   -1.13   [-1.92,-0.35]   -2.84    .014∗ 
PU   1.95   [1.58,2.31]   10.44    <   .001∗∗ 
PD   0.94   [0.57,1.31]   4.99     <  .001∗∗ 
M   0.66   [0.29,1.04]   3.52   ∗∗  .002
O   0.66   [0.33,0.99]   3.96    <   .001∗∗ 
ARROW   1.56   [0.99,2.13]   5.37    <   .001∗∗ 
OBJECT   0.08   [-0.47,0.63]   0.28   .779   
HIGHLIGHT   1.21   [0.64,1.77]   4.16    <   .001∗∗ 
GHOSTHAND   0.29   [-0.22,0.80]   1.12   .527   

     5.2.2 Efect on Number of Cues.        Figure   6   shows   the   Number   of   
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Cues   seen   by   the   participant   before   completion   of   the   Action.

Figure 6: The average Number of Cues for each Action-
Augmentation combination. 

                  
    

   A   
two-way   ANOVA   did   not   show   signifcant   main   efects   for   Ac-
tion   (�   (4   909 2 4  =   4     =   076     , ) . , � . , � =   0.324)   or   Augmentation   
( 4 2�   ( ,   4)  =   5.398    �  =   ,  .066   , � =   0.388).   There   was   a   signifcant   
interaction   efect   between   Action   and   Augmentation   (�   (16,   16)  =   
6 051     2    001∗∗     . , � < . , � =   0.426).   Post-hoc   comparisons   show   that   
the   Number   of   Cues   was   signifcantly   larger   for   the   combina-
tion   of   HIGHLIGHT   and   PU   when   compared   with   all   other   Ac-
tions   for   the   OBJECT   (�   (19) ≥  5.234, �   ≤  .030∗)   and   GHOST-
HAND   (�   (19) ≥  5.337, �   ≤  .025∗)   Augmentations   and   the   AU-
DIO+TEXT   control   (�   (19) ≥  6.445, �    . ∗∗≤ 004 ).   Number   of   Cues   
was   also   signifcantly   larger   for   the   combination   of   HIGHLIGHT   

Table   2:   The   results   of   multilevel   linear   regression   for   de-
pendent   variable   Number   of   Cues.   

Independent   Variable   �   95%   ��   �   (889)  �-value   

Intercept   0.64   [0.20,1.08]   2.86   017∗  .

Second   Trial   -0.41   [-0.81,-0.01]   -2.04   .126   
PU   1.55   [1.34,1.76]   14.27     .001∗∗  < 
PD   1.01   [0.79,1.22]   9.19      < .001∗∗ 
M   0.19   [-0.02,0.41]   1.76   .157   
O   0.15   [-0.04,0.34]   1.51   .157   
ARROW   2.14   [1.82,2.46]   13.09      < .001∗∗ 
OBJECT   0.75   [0.44,1.06]   4.72   <   .001∗∗  
HIGHLIGHT   1.82   [1.50,2.15]   11.14   <   001  . ∗∗ 

GHOSTHAND   0.84   [0.56,1.13]   5.74      < .001∗∗ 
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and   PU   than   the   ARROW   Augmentation   for   the   C,   O   and   M   Ac-
tions   (�   (19) ≥  5.203, �   ≤  .031∗)   and   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentation   
for   the   C,   O   and   M   Actions   (�   (19) ≥  6.827, �   ≤  .002∗∗).   

Table   2   shows   a   summary   of   the   regression   analysis   results   
for   the   Number   of   Cues.   No   signifcant   change   was   found   for   
Number   of   Cues   between   the   frst   trial   and   second   trail   (�   =   .126).   
The   Number   of   Cues   was   1.55   higher   on   average   for   the   PU   
Action   (�   <   .001∗∗)   and   1.01   higher   on   average   for   the   PD   Action   
(�   <   .001∗∗).   No   signifcant   changes   were   observed   for   the   M   (�   =   
.157)   or   O   (�   =   .157)   Actions.   The   Number   of   Cues   was   higher   
on   average   by   2.14   for   the   ARROW   Augmentation   (�   <   .001∗∗),   
by   0.75   for   the   OBJECT   Augmentation   (�   <   .001∗∗),   by   1.82   for   
the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentation   (�   <   .001∗∗),   and   by   0.84   for   the   
GHOSTHAND   Augmentation   (�   <   .001∗∗).   

        5.2.3 Efect on Confidence. Figure   7   shows   a   boxplot   of   the   partic-
ipants’   Confdence   responses,   grouped   by   Action.

Figure 7: Summary of participants’ Confdence ratings after 
performing each Action. The ×s show the mean. 

                
                

   Table   3   shows   a   
summary   of   the   regression   analysis   results   for   Confdence.   No   sig-
nifcant   change   was   found   for   Participant   Confdence   between   
the   frst   trial   and   second   trail   (�   =   .101).   Participants   were   less   
confdent   on   average   by   0.57   for   the   PU   Action   (�   <   .001∗∗)   and   
by   0.25   for   the   PD   Action   (�   <   .001∗∗).   There   was   no   signifcant   
change   for   the   M   (�   =   1.000)   or   O   (�   =   1.000)   Actions.   Participants   

were   less   confdent   on   average   by   0.54   for   the   ARROW   Augmenta-
tion   (�   <   .001∗∗)   and   by   0.54   for   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentation   
(�   <   .001∗∗).   No   signifcant   change   was   observed   for   the   OBJECT   
(�   =   1.000)   or   GHOSTHAND   (�   =   1.000)   Augmentations.   

Table   3:   The   results   of   multilevel   linear   regression   for   de-
pendent   variable   participant   Confdence   

Independent   Variable   �   95%   ��   �   (990)  �-value   

Intercept   5.03   [4.88,5.18]   64.97     <  .001∗∗ 
Second   Trial   0.13   [0.02,0.24]   2.33   .101   
PU   -0.57   [-0.69,-0.45]   -9.52      .001  < ∗∗ 

PD   -0.25   [-0.38,-0.12]   -3.79     <  .001∗∗ 
M   -0.07   [-0.19,0.06]   -1.01   1.000   
O   -0.05   [-0.17,0.06]   -0.86   1.000   
ARROW   -0.54   [-0.70,-0.38]   -6.75      < .001∗∗ 
OBJECT   -0.01   [-0.17,0.15]   -0.09   1.000   
HIGHLIGHT   -0.54   [-0.70,-0.38]   -6.67      < .001∗∗ 
GHOSTHAND   -0.07   [-0.22,0.08]   -0.89   1.000   

5.3   Efect   on   Preference   
Figure   8   shows   a   boxplot   of   participants’   Preference   rankings   
of   the   Augmentations   grouped   by   Action.

Figure 8: Summary of participant rankings of the Augmenta-
tions (including the AUDIO+TEXT prompt) for each Action. 
The ×s show the mean. 1 = Ranked Lowest, 5 = Ranked High-
est. 
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   A   Durbin   test   showed   
that   the   efect   of   Augmentation   on   Preference   across   all   Actions   
was 2   signifcant   (    � (4)  =   184.353, �   <   .001∗∗).   Pairwise   Conover   
post-hoc   comparisons   with   Holm   correction   showed   that   partic-
ipants   signifcantly   preferred   the   AUDIO+TEXT   prompt   and   the   
GHOSTHAND   Augmentation   over   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmenta-
tion   (�   (476) ≥  4.489, �   ∗∗≤  .001 )   and   the   ARROW   Augmentation   
(�   (476) ≥  3.693, �   ≤  .002∗∗).   All   other   comparisons   were   not   sig-
nifcant   (�   (476) ≤  2.565, �   ≥  .064).   

6   DISCUSSION   AND   DESIGN   
CONSIDERATIONS   

In   our   study,   we   wanted   to   learn   what   types   of   visual   AR   prompts   
were   suitable   for   task   prompting   to   support   activities   of   daily   living   
(RQ1)   and   if   the   suitability   of   AR   prompts   depended   on   the   types   
of   actions   that   needed   to   be   performed   (RQ2).   We   selected   AU-
DIO+TEXT   as   the   baseline   (non-AR   prompt)   prior   to   analysing   the   
results   of   our   experiment,   since   this   is   a   commonly   used   modality   
in   existing   task   prompting   systems   [8,   50]   and   enabled   comparison   
with   the   visual   AR   prompts   we   developed   for   our   experiment.   We   
did   not   have   clear   expectations   about   which   prompt   would   perform   
best.   When   considering   our   results   on   the   whole,   it   appears   that   
participants   were   able   to   interpret   many   of   the   visual   AR   prompts   
that   they   were   shown,   to   varying   degrees.   

Control   trials   were   frequently   performed   well   by   our   participants   
and   resulted   in   high   Successful   Completion.   It   is   important   to   
note   that   the   control   trials   were   seen   after   the   visual   AR   prompts   
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for   all   participants,   and   so   the   performance   for   the   control   con-
dition   could   be   in   part   due   to   practice.   For   example,   participants   
were   likely   to   have   seen   all   of   the   moving   parts   prior   to   the   AU-
DIO+TEXT   instructions;   if   they   had   been   told   to   ’open   the   cylinder’   
at   the   start   of   the   experiment,   they   might   have   struggled   to   fnd   the   
fap   due   to   the   symmetry   of   the   shapes.   However,   because   of   this   
we   can   have   confdence   that   the   visual   prompts   were   suitable   at   
prompting   actions,   since   the   Successful   Completion   was   high   for   
most   combinations   of   Action   and   Augmentation.   We   might   expect   
to   see   lower   levels   of   successful   completion   for   some   Actions   in   
the   control   trials   if   this   block   of   trials   was   carried   out   frst,   or   in   
isolation   without   the   context   given   by   the   AR   blocks.   

There   were   some   diferences   in   signifcant   results   for   Comple-
tion   Time   and   Number   of   Cues   due   to   how   these   variables   were   
defned.   Completion   Time   was   measured   as   the   time   taken   to   
complete   the   trial,   beyond   the   time   taken   to   watch   one   cycle   of   
the   cue.   Number   of   Cues   refected   the   number   of   times   that   the   
cue   was   repeated   until   the   trial   was   completed.   For   a   set   amount   
of   time,   Augmentations   with   a   longer   cue   length   had   a   relatively   
lower   Number   of   Cues   than   Augmentations   with   a   shorter   cue   
length.   In   that   sense,   Number   of   Cues   is   a   better   indicator   of   how   
easy   it   is   for   someone   to   understand   an   Augmentation;   it   is   a   better   
standardisation   of   the   times   we   recorded.   Based   on   this,   we   think   
the   Number   of   Cues   is   most   telling   about   how   easy   an   Augmen-
tation   was   to   interpret   and   the   Completion   Time   is   less   useful   in   
this   respect.   

With   that   in   mind,   we   did   not   fnd   signifcant   main   efects   of   
Action   or   Augmentation   in   the   ANOVA   analyses   for   either   Comple-
tion   Time   or   Number   of   Cues.   However,   we   did   fnd   a   signifcant   
interaction   between   the   efects   of   Action   and   Augmentation   for   
both   of   these   dependent   variables.   Hence,   how   long   it   takes   some-
one   to   complete   a   task   after   being   prompted   once   (Completion   
Time)   and   how   easy   an   augmentation   is   to   understand   (represented   
by   Number   of   Cues)   both   depend   on   the   combination   of   task   type   
(Action)   and   the   visual   AR   prompt   used   (Augmentation).   Our   regres-
sion   analysis   provides   some   further   insights.   Completion   Time   
was   afected   signifcantly   by   each   of   the   Actions,   but   only   the   AR-
ROW   and   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentations.   In   contrast,   Number   of   
Cues   was   signifcantly   afected   by   each   of   the   Augmentations,   but   
only   the   PU   and   PD   Actions.   Therefore,   Completion   Time   (across   
all   Augmentations)   was   mainly   afected   by   Action,   as   some   actions   
physically   took   longer   to   perform   than   others,   but   the   ARROW   and   
HIGHLIGHT   Augmentations   took   more   time   to   interpret;   whereas   
Number   of   Cues   was   mainly   afected   by   Augmentation,   as   some   
Augmentations   (notably   ARROW   and   HIGHLIGHT)   were   not   im-
mediately   understood   by   participants   and   had   to   be   re-watched,   
although   we   can   also   say   that   the   PU   and   PD   Actions   were   more   
difcult   to   interpret   than   the   other   Actions.   

The   GHOSTHAND   and   OBJECT   Augmentations   both   performed   
comparably   with   the   baseline   AUDIO+TEXT   prompt   in   terms   of   
Successful   Completion,   and   users   only   needed   to   see   the   cue   
between   one   and   just   over   two   times   before   completing   the   Action   
(Fig.   6).   This   implies   that   purely   visual   prompts   can   be   efective   for   
prompting   action.   In   some   cases,   participants   responded   quicker   to   
the   GHOSTHAND   and   OBJECT   Augmentations   than   to   the   base-
line   prompt   (for   example,   the   close   (C)   Action   in   Fig.   5),   although   
we   did   not   fnd   any   signifcant   efects   on   Completion   Time   for   

these   Augmentations.   Our   results   did   not   show   that   participants   
were   signifcantly   more   confdent   for   the   GHOSTHAND   or   OB-
JECT   Augmentations   than   the   baseline,   but   the   GHOSTHAND   
Augmentation   was   the   most   preferred   Augmentation   amongst   our   
participants.   Further   to   this,   participants   commented   on   how   they   
could   ‘relate’   to   the   hand   and   it   was   ‘obvious’   what   had   to   be   done.   
This   is   in   line   with   how   participants   of   the   GhostHands   UX   user   
study   responded   [42],   which   supports   the   use   of   a   GHOSTHAND   
Augmentation   outside   of   an   industrial   or   maintenance   context.   
Although   the   OBJECT   and   GHOSTHAND   Augmentations   were   
most   preferred,   these   are   also   the   most   difcult   Augmentations   
to   develop;   3D   models   of   the   objects   are   required   for   high-fdelity   
augmentations,   and   alignment   of   AR   prompts   with   real   objects   is   an   
on-going   challenge   in   task   prompting   [53],   though   some   existing   
commercial   applications   are   capable   of   correct   placement   of   AR   
prompts,   as   seen   in   ScopeAR   [44].   

The   arrows   were   the   simplest   Augmentation   to   develop,   and   only   
require   recognition   of   objects,   rather   than   3D   models   of   objects.   
Previous   work   [15]   has   used   arrows   successfully   to   indicate   objects   
and   draw   attention   to   them,   but,   based   on   our   results,   we   do   not   
recommend   using   arrows   to   prompt   actions   because   of   the   lower   
success   rate   and   confdence   ratings   observed   in   our   study.   In   all   
ARROW   cases,   users   recognised   the   object   with   which   they   had   to   
interact,   but   participants   did   not   respond   by   performing   the   correct   
Action   for   most   of   the   actions   we   tested   in   our   study.   Therefore,   
our   results   suggest   that   arrows   for   the   use   of   action   assistance   is   
inadvisable,   but   could   be   used   for   attention   guiding   [39].   

This   recommendation   is   also   relevant   for   the   HIGHLIGHT   Aug-
mentation.   Despite   reasonable   success   rates   for   this   Augmentation,   
this   was   the   least   preferred   type   of   Augmentation   amongst   our   par-
ticipants,   which   can   be   explained   by   considering   the   pick   up   (PU)   
Action,   one   notable   case   that   was   performed   incorrectly   (on   average   
less   than   30%   Success   Completion   for   HIGHLIGHT).   Participants   
knew   what   object   to   interact   with,   but   did   not   know   what   to   do   
with   it.   This   was   refected   in   their   responses   when   answering   the   
question   about   what   they   thought   the   Augmentation   was   prompt-
ing   them   to   do:   Some   participants   thought   they   should   “just   register   
its   presence”   (P03),   “leave   it   there”   (P12),   or   “just   to   take   notice   of   it   
but   not   to   do   anything   with   it”   (P13).   Most   participants   explained   
that   they   would   rank   the   Augmentations   by   using   clarity   as   their   
guide,   and   said   that   this   was   the   most   difcult   Augmentation   to   
understand   because   it   was   ambiguous.   Some   participants   also   men-
tioned   how   it   took   longer   for   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentations   to   
convey   the   Action   (participants   had   to   see   approximately   10   cues   
on   average   before   completing   the   Action).   This   has   implications   
for   further   development   of   experiential   augmentations   [24]   since,   
at   least   in   the   context   of   performing   a   task,   our   study   suggests   that   
users   prefer   prompts   that   have   a   clear   and   direct   meaning.   

Audio   and   text   prompts   were   considered   to   be   the   most   clear   for   
our   participants,   and   were   ranked   as   the   most   preferred   prompt   
overall.   Work   exploring   prompting   technology   for   people   with   de-
mentia   also   concluded   that   a   combination   of   audio   and   text   prompts   
is   most   efective   at   prompting   someone   through   a   task   [8],   though   
picture   prompts   were   considered   useful   for   situations   that   required   
choosing   between   a   number   of   similar   objects,   for   example,   choos-
ing   the   correct   button   on   a   remote   control.   Audio   was   also   the   most   
preferred   prompt   in   a   study   exploring   diferent   prompting   methods   
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for   navigation   guidance   [12].   However,   given   the   cases   in   our   study   
where   the   visual   AR   prompts   performed   on   a   par   with   the   baseline   
and   the   cases   that   were   considered   ambiguous,   it   could   be   benefcial   
to   combine   visual   prompts   with   audio   and   text   prompt,   though   care   
would   need   to   be   taken   not   to   overload   the   user   with   too   much   
information   [40].   

The   displaced   camera   and   screen   locations   caused   no   difculties   
for   the   majority   of   participants.   This   could   have   implications   for   
future   research   since   if   this   setup   is   sufcient,   it   could   be   more   
familiar   than   using   AR   headsets   for   older   users,   who   may   be   unfa-
miliar   with   this   novel   technology.   However,   one   participant   did   not   
interpret   the   depth   of   Augmentations   correctly,   resulting   in   that   
person   holding   the   objects   above   the   board   for   move   (M)   and   put   
down   (PD)   Actions.   Other   participants   sometimes   found   it   difcult   
to   determine   the   depth   of   the   arrows   on   the   screen   in   relation   to   
the   real   physical   environment.   This   could   be   resolved   if   the   cam-
era   could   move   or   by   using   head-mounted   AR,   though   the   latter   
introduces   added   complexity   when   aligning   the   3D   augmentations.   

We   also   observed   examples   of   people   performing   unintended   
actions,   even   in   cases   where   the   same   Augmentation   type   was   ob-
served   by   the   same   person   on   the   same   object,   such   as:   rotating   
objects   when   observing   the   ARROW   Augmentation   for   the   open   
Action   (this   was   not   observed   for   the   close   Action);   leaving   objects   
alone   when   observing   the   HIGHLIGHT   Augmentation   for   the   pick   
up   Action   (as   discussed   above);   lifting   objects   into   the   air,   instead   
of   picking   them   up   and   bringing   the   object   to   themselves   for   the   
ARROW   Augmentation   and   pick   up   Action.   These   examples   high-
light   more   evidence   that   the   afordances   of   objects   matter,   and   alter   
the   interpretation   of   the   Augmentation,   as   found   in   [24].   Some-
times,   the   orientation   of   AR   objects   for   the   OBJECT   Augmentations   
caused   confusion   or   seemed   important   to   some   participants,   with   
participants   wondering   if   the   object   should   be   in   that   orientation   
or   not.   

Although   the   AR   techniques   we   tested   are   well-known,   they   
have   not   been   evaluated   comparatively   in   prior   work.   For   example,   
GhostHands   has   only   been   evaluated   in   a   small   qualitative,   non-
comparative   study   [42].   Similarly,   arrows   and   animated   sequences   
have   been   tested   against   non-AR   baselines   [15]   but   not   against   each   
other.   Our   novel   contribution   is   that   we   perform   this   comparative,   
controlled   study,   and   that   we   situate   this   comparison   in   an   older   
adult   context.   We   believe   the   results   may   have   been   diferent   for   
younger   participants.   Ball   and   Hourcade   [3]   found   that   younger   
adults   often   out-perform   older   adults   when   given   unfamiliar   tasks,   
while   older   adults   perform   better   when   using   previously   learned   be-
haviours.   This   suggests   that   younger   adults   would   have   been   better   
able   to   deal   with   unfamiliar   prompts,   emphasising   the   importance   
of   identifying   prompts   for   older   adults   that   are   consistent   with   their   
previous   experiences.   Furthermore,   the   design   space   of   possible   
Augmentations   is   vast   and   contains   many   small   variations.   Despite   
these   Augmentations   appearing   to   be   similar,   our   results   suggest   
clear   diferences   between   them.   Our   study   contributes   helpful   direc-
tions   for   HCI   researchers   and   designers   interested   in   applying   AR   
in   an   ADL   task   prompting   context.   That   said,   our   fndings   would   
likely   be   afected   by   cognitive   impairments   (on   the   basis   of   related   
works   on   task   prompting   for   people   with   cognitive   impairments   
[8,   9]).   For   example,   users   with   a   cognitive   impairment   would   likely   
have   struggled   even   more   with   abstract   Augmentations   such   as   
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HIGHLIGHT   and   would   have   preferred   more   familiar   elements   
such   as   GHOSTHAND.   Our   study   could   inform   future   explorations   
of   AR   for   people   with   cognitive   impairments.   

6.1   Limitations   
Our   study   was   carried   out   in   a   single,   small   environment,   that   is,   
there   was   no   movement   between   rooms   or   parts   of   a   room.   The   
Augmentations   tested   in   our   study   could   be   more   useful   in   larger   
environments,   for   example,   using   arrows   to   indicate   movement   
between   rooms,   or   to   direct   someone   to   a   diferent   part   of   the   same   
room,   a   technique   that   is   used   in   existing   prototypes   [56].   Addition-
ally,   we   did   not   explore   hybrid   combinations   of   AR   prompts.   It   is   
possible   that   a   combination   of   ARROW   and   HIGHLIGHT   prompts   
would   be   more   efective   at   prompting   action   than   either   of   these   
alone,   which   would   be   easier   to   develop   from   a   technical   point   
of   view   than   the   GHOSTHAND   Augmentation.   However,   we   can-
not   assume   the   efects   of   individual   prompts   would   combine   in   an   
additive   manner   and   so   this   is   an   opportunity   for   future   work.   

For   simplicity   in   augmenting   the   objects,   we   used   a   single   large   
image   target   to   position   our   Augmentations,   rather   than   tracking   
individual   objects.   This   may   not   be   practical   in   everyday   situations,   
but   indicates   that   this   relatively   simple   and   adaptable   method   is   
suitable   for   testing   visual   prompts.   While   the   experimental   setup   
worked   for   our   study,   the   static   camera   introduced   a   constraint   
that   would   not   be   present   with   a   head-mounted   AR   device.   The   
position   of   the   AR   visualisation   may   be   a   factor   that   afects   task   
performance,   however   this   was   not   explored   within   our   study.   

Our   measures   did   not   capture   all   of   the   qualities   that   are   likely   
to   be   desirable   for   task   completion.   For   example,   ADLs   will   likely   
involve   the   need   for   safety,   so   slow   and   considered   performance   of   
an   action   may   sometimes   be   preferable   to   being   quick   and   efcient.   
Although   Augmentations   could   enable   successful   completion,   the   
impact   of   AR   task   prompting   on   feelings   of   independence   and   self-
efcacy   would   need   to   be   explored   in   order   to   assess   the   impact   
of   such   a   technology.   Our   insights   are   relevant   for   people   without   
cognitive   difculties,   but   there   are   doubtless   other   aspects   to   take   
into   account   for   people   living   with   more   specifc   or   complex   needs.   
For   example,   GhostHands   could   be   disconcerting   for   someone   who   
is   experiencing   visual   hallucinations,   or   a   disembodied   voice   could   
cause   distress   to   someone   with   auditory   hallucinations.   More   subtle   
clues,   such   as   ‘suggestive   sounds’   (e.g.   of   cutlery   to   prompt   eat-
ing   [48]),   could   be   incorporated   into   an   unobtrusive   prompting   
system   that   takes   advantage   of   attention   grabbing   Augmentations,   
rather   than   explicit   prompts.   

We   only   considered   relatively   simple   Actions.   There   are   other,   
more   complicated   ALTER-type   commands   that   may   form   part   of   
many   ADLs,   such   as   turning   dials   to   the   correct   setting   on   a   washing   
machine   [8].   Some   actions   might   require   more   precise   execution   
(putting   a   CD   into   a   CD   player)   or   for   objects   to   follow   a   certain   
path.   Similarly,   we   did   not   consider   inter-object   interactions,   which   
are   common   in   many   ADLs,   for   example,   using   a   spoon   to   pick   
up   sugar,   or   stirring   tea   with   the   spoon.   We   did   not   explore   these   
nuanced   actions,   and   prior   work   hypothesises   that   these   actions   
are   likely   to   require   more   complex   augmentations   in   order   to   be   
completed   correctly   [38].   
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Our   experiment   was   carried   out   in   an   abstract   context,   not   a   real   
ADL   context.   Specifc   contexts   and   objects   are   likely   to   introduce   
assumptions   and   afordances   that   will   have   an   efect   on   the   inter-
pretation   of   prompts.   There   was   also   no   context   provided   in   terms   
of   the   “goal”   of   the   task   (i.e.   situating   each   single   action   that   partic-
ipants   were   prompted   to   perform   within   a   larger   task   made   up   of   
multiple   steps).   We   did   this   deliberately   to   simplify   the   experimen-
tal   design   and   to   account   for   some   of   the   challenges   associated   with   
declining   cognitive   abilities,   like   difculties   with   task   sequencing   
(linking   together   individual   steps   of   a   task)   or   memory   difculties   
(forgetting   what   is   being   done).   However,   this   context   may   impact   
the   interpretation   of   augmentations.   Our   work   provides   a   starting   
point   from   which   these   efects   can   be   isolated   and   explored.   

7   CONCLUSION   AND   FUTURE   WORK   
In   this   paper   we   presented   a   study   exploring   the   suitability   of   
visual   AR   prompts   (augmentations)   for   task   prompting   to   support   
activities   of   daily   living.   We   have   provided   a   novel,   comparative   
study   of   four   AR   visual   prompts.   The   results   of   our   study   reveal   
several   implications   for   design,   for   example   suggesting   that   arrow   
and   highlight   augmentations   are   less   efective   than   moving   object   
or   ghost   hand   augmentations,   for   a   range   of   actions   that   apply   to   
many   tasks.   Our   study   also   indicates   that   the   ghost   hand   prompt   
was   both   easy   to   understand   and   generally   the   most   preferred   
augmentation   for   older   adults.   

These   results   support   fndings   from   existing   AR   assembly   task   
prompting   research   [42,   53],   showing   that   purely   visual   augmen-
tations   are   suitable   as   a   prompting   method,   and   we   demonstrated   
this   in   a   non-industrial   context.   If   these   visual   augmentations   were   
to   be   combined   with   existing   prompting   tools   like   those   for   people   
with   cognitive   difculties   [8,   30],   there   is   the   potential   to   further   
improve   the   independence   of   older   adults   in   later   life.   Our   work   
provides   a   foundation   for   future   research,   which   could   extend   the   
scope   to   explore   more   complex,   multi-step   tasks   in   a   specifc   ADL   
context,   such   as   making   a   cup   of   tea.   
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